Resolution for better student economy!
Resolution approved 22.10.2018, Student Parliament 5

The Student Parliament at NMBU feels that the student economy needs to be strengthened
to improve the quality and degree accomplishment with the students. Studying is a
demanding full-time job, and it is therefore important that students receive sufficient
financial support so they don’t have to work in addition to studying. Studying does not only
benefit the individual, but also society. That’s why it is reasonable for the government to
invest in the students with a scholarship equal to 40% of the student financial support.

When the Norwegian Parliament assesses what measures to take to make more students
finish their degrees, looking to cut down on the scholarship is not the way to go. This will
lead to a less flexible study situation by robbing the students of the financial freedom to
change their study programs after they’ve started. Many students will feel forced to
continue studies they don’t want to finish due to fear of financial repercussions. The
Student Parliament would rather have the Norwegian Parliament consider other options to
motivate students to finish their studies, and find new ways to ensure that students find the
right study program for them from the beginning.

The Student Parliament at NMBU thinks that:
•

The student financial support must be increased to 1.5G

•

The scholarship should remain unchanged at 40% and follow study point production
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